In this note we assume familiarity with the difference tensor of two connections, as explained for instance in [5, §5.4 ]. Everything will, for convenience, be taken to be C . Given a manifold M", n>2, and a Riemannian metric 
If wejdefine r(Dl) = r(C') := (d/dt)Rl\ Q, then as was pointed out to us by J. Simons, , y)z = iDDh)ix, y; z, -)" + iDDh)ix, z; y, -)n -iDDh)ix, -; y, z)n -iDDh)iy, x; z, -)# -iDDh)iy, z; X, -)n + iDDh)iy, -; X, z)n. We emphasize that all that is needed for equation (5) to hold is that git) covers D' at first order.
Recall the formula that if git) is a deformation of g with g (0) = h, then R'ih)ix, y, z, w) := id/dfigitiiRtix, y)z, w)\( = Q = iR'ix, y)z, w) + hiRix, y)z, w).
Thus if git) covers D at first order, R'ih)ix, y, z, w) = (r(C')(x, y, 2), w) + hiRix, y), z, w)
where C' is the first order difference tensor of t (-» D , and thus K'ix, y) := id/dtiiK'ix, y))|f=0= <r(C')U y, y), x>+ MR(x, y)y. *) (7) -K(x, y)(/;(x, x)/p(y, y) -ihix, y))2), where {x, y\ are g-orthonormal vectors spanning some 2-plane.
Here we use the notation Kl (resp. K) for the sectional curvature function determined by the Riemannian metric git) (resp. g). Since K'ix, y) depends only on the 2-plane spanned by the tangent vectors x and y, we can interchange x and y in formula (5). Hence we obtain the following curvature obstruction for g(t) to cover Dl at first order:
(8) (r(C')(x, y,y), x)+ h(R(x, y)y, x)=(r(C')(y, x, x),. y) + h(R(y, x)x, y).
2. Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose g(t) covers Dl at first order, g(0) = g.
For [x, y\ g-orthonormal tangent vectors, (r(C')(x, y, y),x) = -(8*f')(y. y).
Thus (8) implies (S*£')(x, x) = (8*?)(y, y). Hence S*cf'= fg for some smooth function /: M -» R. But since M is compact and has zero scalar curvature, <5*<f' = 0 (see [7, Chapter 3, especially Lemma 2.3, p. 52] (r(C')(x, y, y), x) + hiRix, y)y, x) = -8 rf(y, y) + chix, x) = chix, x).
Thus (8) implies hix, x) = hiy, y). Hence h = fg where /: M -> R is smooth.
But then equation (5) in this particular case implies xif)(y, z) = 2cf(x)(y, z) + {iy)(x, z) + £iz) (x, y) for all x, y, and z. Taking x = y = z 4 0, xif) = 4^ix) which implies df = 4<f. Z is a Killing vector field.
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